
Front End Engineering Design [FEED]



In order to make efficient use of time and 
resources, it is vital that engineering projects 
are planned, commissioned and implemented 
carefully.

Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) is a 
detailed study that minimises the cost and risks 
of any engineering project. Analysing all aspects 
of a project in advance helps to ensure that it runs 
to time, uses the most appropriate technologies, 
minimises risk and sticks to budget.

Any engineering project, from replacing a boiler to 
building an entire recycling facility or sub-station, 
must be assessed carefully in advance, and a 
FEED study is the ideal way to do this. Contractors 
have limited time and resources to prepare such 
detailed specifications, so they often rely on 
external experts to prepare the study.

A FEED study is usually commissioned by large 
engineering companies, but others can benefit 
too: for instance, it can help clients with limited 
engineering expertise, such as local councils, to 
ensure that major projects are properly planned.

The changing nature of the energy industry, with 
its shift away from coal and towards non-polluting 
alternatives, requiring knowledge of different 
engineering systems, makes FEED especially 
appropriate in this sector.

Many clients find it hard to resource projects 
properly and manage them through the full 
lifecycle. A FEED study from an external expert 
such as Capula allows a fully specified tender to 
be issued, detailing accurate project costs and 
technical challenges.

Many FEED studies will also need to take account 
of control and automation, which has become 
an increasingly important element of modern 
engineering systems and is Capula’s particular 
area of expertise.

Overall, a FEED study offers certainty that a project 
will run to time and budget, and with minimal risk.

What is FEED?
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Capula is a specialist in control, automation  
and software, and can prepare FEED studies to 
help many companies commission systems in 
these areas.

We have particular experience in the energy 
market, from traditional industries such as coal 
and electrical transmission, through to the nuclear 
industry and into modern, alternative forms of 
power generation such as biomass.

We have the expertise to prepare detailed FEED 
studies, often with minimal guidance from the 
client. Our independent status means we are not 
tied to any individual equipment providers, yet at 
the same time have a detailed understanding of 
the systems they offer. 

Using this domain knowledge, we can specify 
a solution that combines the most appropriate 
control and automation technologies, knowing 
they will communicate with one another, while at 
the same time meeting budgetary constraints.

We focus on energy, and on the specifics of 
control and automation, which means the FEED 
studies we prepare for these types of projects are 
far more detailed than one from a larger, more 
generalist company.

One upshot of the changes in the energy industry 
is that the traditional skill base is disappearing. 
Because of this, it is vital to use external experts 
such as Capula, to turn plans on paper into well-
thought, fully realised working projects.

Our expertise in preparing FEED studies, 
honed in the nuclear sector for many years, is 
increasingly being applied to other parts of the 
power generation industry. We are equally at 
home preparing studies for both large and small 
projects, and in either case, it’s vital that we sit 
down with clients early in the process in order to 
prepare the best possible solution.

In the end, we are selling certainty of outcome: we 
drive down the cost of a project by specifying the 
correct equipment and system design, ensuring 
that it all works together.

Capula’s USPs

Feasibility & Conceptual Studies

Front End Engineering & Design

Design & Engineering

Installation & Commissioning

Operation & Maintenance

Upgrades & Migration

Summary of ALL services 
provided by Capula



A large UK city council recently commissioned Capula to deliver the control system for the fuel 
preparation plant within its municipal waste facility.

The plant uses a portion of black bag waste as fuel, by incinerating it to make electricity. It uses a wide 
range of equipment, including blowers, centrifuges, dryers and conveyor belts. Each has its own control 
technology (such as an internal PLC). 

We used off-the-shelf equipment from a variety of suppliers, then married it all up into a cohesive system. 
A key part of this job was helping the client specify the interfaces between packages, to ensure that they 
could communicate with one another.

In addition to the control system, we had a major input into writing the software for this part of the plant.

Case Study 1: Municipal Waste Plant
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District heating is becoming an increasingly popular alternative to central heating, and involves a 
large boiler plant (or geothermal source) pumping hot water to local homes.

Capula recently helped a UK city council to set up a district heating network. While the principle 
was straightforward, the implementation was more complex.

The council required a distributed network across the city, and this involved a large number of 
control systems to be included within it to measure parameters such as flow rate, and in order to 
bill the right customers.

Among other things, we also helped to specify the display screens for the job, as this was not 
within the council’s area of expertise.

Case Study 2: District Heating System



Power generation companies are constantly looking to boost efficiency, and Capula recently helped 
a customer do this by devising a way to feed unspent fuel back into the process.

One project involved collecting unburnt coal dust into a slurry, and re-injecting it into the furnace; a 
second reclaimed unburnt wood from the bottom of boilers, for subsequent reuse.

In each case, we were was asked to solve the problem with limited guidance from the client. Each 
project involved systems integration, as well as modifications to cabling, motion control systems  
and sensors.

In both cases, we prepared a FEED study, which could then be taken to the market for competitive 
tender.

Our role in projects such as these often goes beyond writing a FEED study and extends into project 
management, as it frequently coordinates cross-company meetings and speaks directly to suppliers 
about equipment.

Case Study 3: Electricity Generation
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Detail is everything with a FEED study, as it must focus on the exact technical requirements and potential 
cost of implementing a particular design.

Some of the key design deliverables from a FEED study, which help to produce a detailed project 
schedule and estimate of costs, include:

Project Deliverables

• Requirements specifications 

• Interpretation requirements for package 
specifications

• Advanced control and optimisation 
specifications 

• CCTV and access control (Chris Dormer)

• Motor control centre (MCC) and panel designs 

• Basis of design

• Electrical drawings

• General arrangements for all equipment

• Migration strategies

• Validation strategies, including:

• Reverse engineering for obsolescence 
management

• Cyber security audits of requirements 
specification

• Functional safety (BS61508) compliance advice 
and requirements

• Protection Requirements study (Electrical)

• Balancing utility loads

• Risk assessment: HAZID & HAZOP studies

• Generating lists - including equipment, 
instrument, motor and I/O lists 

• Control narratives

• Control, safety and operational procedures

• Network architectures

• System data and infrastructure migration plan

Allows fully specified tender to be issued

Details accurate project costs

Outlines technical challenges

Accounts for control and automation

Ensures project runs to time and budget

Minimises risk

Specialist in control, automation  
and software

Deep domain knowledge of  
energy sector

Require minimal guidance from clients

Independent from equipment suppliers

Detailed studies for any size project

Assurance that systems will work more 
efficiently together

Why FEED? Why Capula?

How Capula can help
With more than 50 years of experience in the design, operation and support of industrial automation 
systems, Capula is the right partner to support your organisation. 

For more information visit www.capula.co.uk or contact: marketing@capula.co.uk
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